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Welcome New Members
Welcome to the following new members to our group, as well as a returning old friend.
We are happy you have decided to join us!

John Almasi, FL
Roy Auerbach, TX
Bonnie Jayne Art, FL
Teresa Breen CO
Loren Brown, TX
Michael Cowing, MD
Lynnford Disbrow, WA
Mark Ellsberry, CA
George Hawn FL
Joyce Hays, AZ
Tony Hill, NY
Randall Hirsch
Donald Kidd, AR

Susie Morgan, WA
Daniel Morse, GA
Douglas Mulling, FL
Mark C. Oleson, AZ
M J Ploy, Thailand
Michael Rubin, NJ
Keith Shaw, KS
Alexandra Sundell, Sweden
Mark Wilkie, Australia

Welcome Back!
Cliff Frome, WA
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have a committee working on this problem. It is
apparent that we and the more local guilds can
help each other survive.

Letter from the President
Diane Eames

Consider demonstrating gem faceting in your
community. This keeps our craft alive. Gem
and mineral shows are the natural place to show
our skills to the world. Museums are adding live
exhibits, including faceters. Kid museums are
sprouting up everywhere, and a great venue; just
be aware some of them require advance time to
check you out. The more members of the
public we make aware of our skill, the more
cutters we create. If we guilds are not aware of
each other's existence, then nobody else knows
we are out there either.
Don't be afraid to try something quirky. I've set
up at state parks. Below is a photo of me
faceting at Leukenbach, Texas, an almost
abandoned old town reborn as the home of Texas
music. The dance hall is behind me. My truck
is to the right, where the power was set
up. Cutting only, of course.
Happy Faceting, wherever you can,

I can hear lots of faceting machines all over the
country, working on creating carefully cut
gems. There are even machines whirring in
other countries. Think about it- this low-key
organization creates a gem competition so well
judged and run, it attracts gem cutters from
everywhere.

Diane
B. Diane Eames, GG
Gems of the Hill Country
Graduate Gemologist (GIA)

Other countries advertise subsequently awarded
certificates. Isn't that awesome?
However, faceting guilds are still in trouble. The
Texas Faceters Guild is down to one
officer. Research showed that this did not need
to be this way. I found a number of U.S.
Faceters Guild members in Texas that were not
aware that Texas Faceters Guild
existed. Research also showed that local help
was one of the most common requests of our
members. Thank goodness, we already
4
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You can find out more about the library project
and Kitarini here.

Editors Corner – Dan Lynch

https://www.gofundme.com/KitariniLibrary
ALSO – ANOTHER REMINDER: THIS IS
YOUR NEWSLETTER. I NEED YOUR HELP.
AND I’m NOT OPPOSED TO USING
BRIBES
So…let’s just say that I only hear from 2-3 of
you between NLs (and those emails are
appreciated). But I need to hear from more. I
need volunteers for our “Member Profile”
section or articles for the general newsletter.
I’d also like to start a FAFQ (Frequently Asked
Faceting Questions) page – but need questions –
you send them, I’ll get them answered by other
top cutters.

Welcome to our June NL
Sorry this one is a bit later than usual – the
June NL is suppose to actually go out in June.

SO…FOR EVERYONE SENDING IN A
QUESTION, ARTICLE, OR EVEN GOOD
IDEA for the next NL, you’ll be entered into a
drawing to receive a piece of Garnet faceting
rough picked up this week by yours truly in
Kenya.

I’ll blame part of the delay on travels – the rest
on just not getting rolling early enough on laying
out the articles.
I just returned from my 5th trip to East Africa
which is always an amazing experience. I mean
where else can you stand in the entrance to a
Tanzanite or Tsavorite mine in the afternoon and
hang out with a herd of elephants at the watering
hole over dinner? A beautiful place with
beautiful people.

That’s right – FREE FACETING ROUGH (am I
over playing this enough?) The winner will be
announced in the September NL.
We publish four newsletters per year, and I need
your ideas, articles, stone pictures, comments,
suggestions, etc. We also love to profile a
member in each issue so feel free to volunteer to
share your story.

I was also able to get the Kitarini Library project
started and am happy to also report that the
school lunch program should be up and running
with initial funding for the several hundred
children attending the school when they return
from their summer hiatis. A number of you
contributed either in dollars or in gifts for my
upcoming auction. We have raised enough
funding to get the library project started, but not
enough to finish so we can still use your help.

SEND ideas, comments, etc. to

editor@usfacetersguild.org
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Member Profile – THIS
COULD BE YOUR
PROFILE

Come on…who doesn’t like a little free publicity? We want to know your story. What got you started in
faceting? Who taught you? What’s your favorite material to cut? Where has this journey taken you?
Email me if you’d like to be featured and I can let you know more.
editor@usfacetersguild.org

6
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As I was working on the June NL, I ran across the tribute to Charles – truly one of the greats. We have so
many patterns available due to his work that his craft will live on for generations. The pattern is also
available on the USFG website.
I ran across one of his patterns for Beryl and thought it would be perfect for a piece of rough I recently
picked up from the estate of Will Smith who taught me to facet. So this stone is a tribute to two who
have gone before, without whom it would not have existed.

8
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than the best designs for that material cut above
C.A. Since then I have bought Gemray for
windows, which gives similar results, so this is
not just a fault in the optimization software. You
can still download BOG for free if you want to
try the playpen.

Cutting below critical
angle for brightness!
Written by John Hamer

As a hobby faceter I mow only cut one and
occasionally two stones a month, so it is not
surprising that it has taken me a while to explore
this unusual and unexpected behavior. The
increase in brightness that is possible, compared
to that possible above critical angle for the same
design, can be as much as 50% brighter. As a
very rough guide, the brighter a design is above
C.A. the less likely it will be significantly
brighter below C.A. I have been able to increase
the brightness of most of my own designs when
modified for low R.I minerals which doesn’t say
a lot for my designing.

There are many ways to reach the same end
result in faceting, so you often hear the phrase,
“This is the way that works for me”, or, “What
works for me is…”., but the one phrase that all
faceters would agree on is “Never go below
critical angle if you want brightness”. Cutting
below critical angle is fine if you are mainly
interested in color, producing a novelty effect, or
trying to get more light through a dark material,
but never if you want brightness; or so I thought.
I was therefore very surprised a few years ago,
when I discovered that not only could I get
brightness if I went below critical angle, but it
was often significantly brighter than I could get
above critical angle. While this only works for
the low refractive minerals, like fluorite, glass,
quartz, and opal, these are the kind of minerals
that are often cut and that need it most.

The maximum brightness is not always the best
looking stone, and in high R.I. minerals like
Sapphire or CZ, it is often better to reduce the
brightness a little to get a better scintillation,
though this depends a lot on color. In the low
R.I. minerals, you rarely have this option, and
due to windowing as the stone tilts, increasing
the tilt brightness is often the main aim in order
to minimize the windowing effect. The brighter a
low R.I. mineral is, the more it catches the eye,
and the less obvious is the windowing. You will
never be able to cut quartz to look the same as
sapphire, so any increase in brightness,
particularly as it tilts, has to be good for the low
R.I. minerals. Fluorite, opal and rose quartz, very
often have inclusions that make them look sleepy
when cut; they will still look sleepy, but brighter
than they would have been.

I was trying to design a cut for a very clear piece
of fluorite, one which had a good color as well,
so could end up an exceptional cut fluorite. But
when trying to optimize the design in BOG
(Better optimization for Gemray), I could only
get a poor light return even for fluorite. Mainly
in frustration, but partly because I like pushing
the boundaries, I eventually put a figure in the
‘playpen’ that was a few degrees below critical
angle, and wow, the result was significantly
brighter than anything I had had before. I carried
on ‘playing’, and eventually I settled on a
pavilion angle of 39 degrees, 5.37 degrees below
C.A. I have designed quite a few designs below
C.A. since, and soon realized that it only worked
for the low R.I. minerals, and only for some
designs and not all. While cut stones are
definitely brighter, they are probably no brighter

Brightness is not the only advantage of cutting
below critical angle. Low R.I. minerals tend to
be deeper stones, and for some designs suitable
mounts can be more difficult to find readymade.
The below C. A. pavilion angles could solve this
problem in many cases. Low R.I. minerals above
9
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effect for themselves. As I began to check my
designs, I decided to standardize the instructions
where I could, and to optimize them for the three
minerals that I cut most often, Quartz, Sapphire
and CZ. I also decided to make a list of the cullet
angles, to find the average angle for each
mineral. This turned out quite interesting. For 24
designs the average cullet angle was; quartz
36.5, Sapphire 37.8, and CZ 37.5. For 15 fluorite
designs the average was 37.6; that is only 1.3
degrees between all four of the minerals, which
have a very wide R.I. It is not advisable to use
these average figures to tangent ratio designs to
though. For quartz the listed cullet angles to get
this average from, ranged from 31 to 42.5, for
sapphire from 30 to 42.5, CZ from 32 to 43.9
and fluorite from 34 to 42.5. This has shown me
that even with the high R.I. minerals, you can
lose a lot of brightness and scintillation by
tangent ratioing a design to a standard angle,
compared to optimizing the design for the stone
being cut. Having optimized or re-optimized
many of my designs, I decided to release them to
the public with this article, so anyone should be
able to find one interesting enough to cut and see
this unusual behavior for yourself. On all designs
below critical angle, I have put BCA after the
name. Not all designs in this collection have a
version below critical angle, as it doesn’t work
for every design. Optimization is only one
potential result of many from a design; how a
finished stone will look will always depend on
the faceters choices of size, color, material
quality and angles that they decide on, plus their
skill and experience. Designers just produce
designs for stones, only faceters can design
gemstones.

C.A. also tend to have very low crowns when
optimized, which do not look good and are more
difficult to cut. Stones optimized below C.A.
usually end up with higher crowns to
compensate for the lower pavilion angles, so can
look better proportioned. The very low crowns
also tend to give a ‘flashlight’ or ‘lighthouse’
brightness, as they usually have poor tilt
performance. Stones optimized below C.A. are
brighter because they also have better tilt
performance due to the higher crowns.
Dispersion is not available in any interesting
amounts from these low refractive minerals, so
the higher crowns are not advantageous in that
respect, as the lower pavilion angles probably
reduce any small potential gain. The better
proportions when cut below critical angle, can
sometimes enable better yield from the rough as
well, so there are several advantages besides
increased brightness.
I am not an expert in using Gemcad or Gemray,
and mainly only use the simple default options.
It is possible to force Gemray for windows to
find angles below C.A. by changing the
minimum angle for the pavilion, from the default
calculation based on the C.A, to 0.5. This does
not always work though, probably due to the
merit function not being just a measurement of
brightness. In which case, you can then alter the
angles in the ‘new angle’ boxes, to use the
program by trial and error, just like the playpen
does in BOG. When using Gemray for windows
in the same way as the playpen, it is very helpful
to open two or more windows, so that you can
directly compare brightness above and below
C.A .This also allows you to compare different
angles below C.A. and compare the brightness
graphs side by side. It is much easier to see small
differences in brightness using the graphs.

Though I do not cut a lot of stones, I have been
faceting for around 16 years, and have never
heard of anyone advising you to cut below C.A.
for brighter stones. While you occasionally come
across designs that have some facets below C.A.
it is not usually commented on, and they just
seem to be accepted as ‘one offs’. I recommend
cutting below critical angle for low refractive

Many faceters do not design and optimize stones,
so when I started to write about cutting below
critical angle, I realized that I would have to
attach at least a couple of designs with this
article so that they could cut a stone and see this
10
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minerals, as this seems to me to be a win - win
situation for many designs, but the experts who
cut for a living may not agree. They may say that
you should just cut the designs that are good
above critical angle because the scintillation is
better, or for other reasons. I designed and cut
these designs because they were not available
commercially, and I wanted them as bright and
lively as possible. I am no mineral expert or
scientist, and the above comments are only my
views based on my limited experience. Now that
this behavior is partially understood and out in
the public domain, hopefully it will be discussed
by many experienced faceters, and will be
explored much more thoroughly. We will see
how things develop.
You can give the following four designs a try
and look for more on the USFG website!
Enjoy your faceting, John

11
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Make your plans now to
attend the 10th USFG
Franklin

Diamond Cutting to
Gemstone Cutting
Saturday July 29
Morning - John & Sue Lichtenberger A Rough
and Ready Guide to Gem ID
Approximate times at this point are
Morning 10:00 am, Afternoon 1:00 pm

Faceters Frolic July 27, 28 and 29, 2017.
The Frolic is held in conjunction with the other
gem shows going on the same weekend in
Franklin. Lots to do and see. The Frolic is still at
The Factory 1024 Georgia Rd. Franklin, NC
20734.

Lightning Laps - Marsh Howard will have all his
laps and supplies

Schedule:

John E. Garsow - Rough, rough and more rough

Wednesday 26th
• 5:00 pm Dealer set-up
• Organizers Dinner- Informal get together in
the Boiler Room at The Factory at 6pm.
Open to anyone.

Jersey Instrument - Omni Faceting Machine,

Dealers

Charlie Musitamo will have his machines and be
taking orders.
Ultra Tech - Gerry Boykin, a factory rep. will be
demonstrating a Fantasy machine and available
for any machine questions.

Thursday 27th
• Show open 10:00 am till 5:00 pm
Friday 28th
• Show open 10:00 am to 5:00 pm
• 5:30 pm Pretty Stone Contest and Pizza Party
at The Factory

Dan Lynch – Faceting Rough
Tom Mitchell - Rough from his special stash

Saturday 29
• Show open 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

Laura Maxwell Hilsen - Laura is Tom Maxwell's
daughter and will be bringing Tom's estate of
Carolina Custom Gems, Machines, laps, lapidary
supplies and rough.

Speaker Lineup (tentative):

Raffle for Gearloose polishing kit ($345 value)

Thursday July 27
Morning - Tom Mitchell Dopping
Afternoon - Gerry Boykin Cutting a
Competition Stone

Demo's throughout the weekend.

th

I still have a couple tables open for the event, if
you are interested email me at
ken@airfloinc.com

Friday July 28
Morning - Dave Woolley The Beall/Woolley
Depth of Cut
Indicator- Suspense, Adventure, Discovery
Afternoon Ray Metrick A Comparison of

Don't miss this year
Thanks
Ken Michalek
FFF 10 Chairman
16
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The “Hope Sapphire”, a gem replica and a mystery.
Replicated by Jeff Theesfeld
I recently researched, designed and replicated a beautiful gem which I call the “Hope Sapphire”. The
original sapphire has an amazing history, an equally amazing design, and a spectacular mystery to boot.
While studying the “Ruspoli Sapphire”, or the “Grand Sapphire of King Louis XIV”, I discovered the
most amazing blue sapphire, with a history linked to Henry Philip Hope. I call this replica the “Hope
Sapphire” to emphasize the connection to its legendary cousin, the Hope Diamond. The original blue
sapphire would be about 30 x 29 x 15 mm, with a weight of 136.9 carats.
This gem was once owned by Henry Philip Hope then sold to Russian royalty. It was placed as the
centerpiece of a sapphire and diamond “kokoshnik” (a Russian tiara) by Cartier in 1909. The kokoshnik
later belonged to Queen Marie of Romania and her daughter Ileana. After being driven out of Romania at
the beginning of WWII, Princess Ileana revealed that she sold the headpiece to a famous jeweler in New
York City around 1950 (probably Cartier) but did not give additional details on that transaction. Thus, the
current whereabouts of this kokoshnik and the “Hope Sapphire” are a complete mystery.
If you are interested in the full story of this amazing gem, it is included at the back of this newsletter,
along with research references. My greatest hope is that this replica, and this information, will generate
enough interest in the “Hope Sapphire” to rediscover the whereabouts of this lost treasure. My suspicion
is that the recent history of this gem, if found, from 1950s until the present day might be equally as
fascinating.

17
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Image of Plate X, from Hertz B. (1839) A Catalogue of the Collection of Pearls and Precious Stones
Formed by Henry Philip Hope Esq. William Clowes and Son, London.

18
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Introduction
There exists, lost to history, an amazing Sapphire, once owned by kings and worn by princesses. Also
owned and traded by Henry Phillipe Hope, it once was displayed in the same chest as the now famous
Hope Diamond. This Sapphire was sold into American obscurity by a Romanian Princess after WWII, to
help provide for her displaced family. Its current location, as well as its colorful history, have been lost to
us for a long time.
I have endeavored to create a replica of this “Hope Sapphire”, as closely as possible, with the very limited
information available. Perhaps this will shed some light on this important and beautiful Sapphire, and
even inspire more investigation into its current whereabouts.
It is Also Known As the “Ruspoli Sapphire”, and the “Wooden Spoonseller’s Sapphire”. It is often
confused with the “Grand Sapphire of King Louis XIV”.
Much of what is known, and documented, about the Hope Sapphire comes from the fact that it has, for
much of its history, been confused with the Grand Sapphire of King Louis XIV. Being very close in
weight, and having its replica been displayed, for a long time, at the MNHN museum, side-by-side with
the Grand Sapphire, this has led to the confusion surrounding its origin and history. Also, because the
current location of the Hope Sapphire is unknown, this makes this gem largely forgotten by history. If the
true history, and significance, of the Hope Sapphire were fully recognized, it would take its rightful place
alongside the now famous Hope Diamond.
Likely Origin
(Exerpt from Trait Complet des Pierres Precieuses [Comprehensive Treatise of Gemstones], Barbot C.,
Morris et Compagnie, Paris [inFrench])
This marvelous sapphire was found in Bengal by a poor man who was selling wooden spoons, so the gem
bears this nickname. Afterwards, it belonged to the Rospoli [sic] House in Rome from which it was then
purchased by a Prince of Germany, who in turn sold it to Perret, a French jeweler, for 170,000 francs.
This was the stone involved in the famous trial of the sapphire. Considering its qualities and its
extraordinary weight, we think that this sapphire’s valuation is not properly well estimated. It is now in
the Musée de Minéralogie.
Barbot is the first to mention the sapphire’s previous owners, including the Bengali spoon seller, the
Ruspolis (an Italian noble family misspelled by Barbot), a German prince, and finally Perret. Barbot also
refers to “the famous trial” in which the gem was supposedly involved (which will be discussed at greater
length).
The “Trial of the Sapphire”.
In an archival search for a jeweler named Perret, only one match was found, from a trial conducted
between 1811 and 1813 (Méjan, 1811; Berryer, 1839). A few months before the trial, Jean-François Perret
purchased a large sapphire that allegedly once belonged to the Ruspoli family. He sold the gem to
Milanese jeweler Antonio Fusi, who paid a deposit. A few days after this transaction, Fusi tried to cancel
the sale and have his deposit refunded, but Perret refused. After the two-year trial, Fusi was ordered to
pay Perret the balance due. To satisfy the judgment, the court seized the sapphire and sold it at auction in
19
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December 1813 (“Le procès du saphir,” 1813).
Pierre-Nicolas Berryer, the lawyer who represented Perret, described this sapphire involved in the 1811–
1813 trial as “of the purest sky blue, with an oval shape with symmetrical facets … much more
magnificent than the well-known one of the royal storehouse; unique for its kind, it was priceless”
(Berryer, 1839).
While Berryer failed to mention the gem’s weight, a legal expert named Maurice Méjan published an
1811 summary of recent trials, including that of the sapphire. Fortunately, Méjan recorded its weight as
133 old Paris carats (equivalent to 136.9 modern carats).
The Real Ruspoli Sapphire Rediscovered.
In 2013, during a search of the National Library in Paris, a leaflet was found connected to the December
1813 court-ordered auction (inventory number SZ-1350). The leaflet claims that the sapphire was owned
by a poor Bengali wooden spoon seller, the Ruspolis, and even Charlemagne, “who is believed to have
received the gem from an Indian prince.” Yet there is no evidence within the document to support any of
this. Therefore, we should be skeptical of any historical provenance published in this leaflet, including the
association with the Ruspoli family, and consider it the seller’s attempt to influence the price.
The auction leaflet shows a drawing of the sapphire involved in the trial (figure 5A). This drawing had to
accurately represent the gem, which was on public display at the Hôtel Bullion in Paris a few weeks
before the sale (“Le procès du saphir,” 1813). The stone depicted has a square cushion shape with
rounded corners, brilliant faceting on the crown, and a step-cut pavilion. This drawing does not even
remotely resemble the Grand Sapphire, but it does match Berryer’s 1839 description of the sapphire from
the trial. The weight of this gem (136.9 ct when converted to metric carats) is close, but not identical, to
that of the Grand Sapphire (135.74 ct). Therefore, the gem attributed to the Ruspolis in the auction leaflet
is not the Grand Sapphire. Barbot clearly confused them in his 1858 treatise. How did this happen?

Figure 5. Images of the Ruspoli sapphire. A: An illustration from the 1813 auction leaflet for the gem, ©
Bibliothèque National de France. B: The top row shows the historical replica of the Ruspoli sapphire, ca.
1830 (30 × 29 × 15 mm; MNHN inventory number 50.167). The bottom row shows the laser-scanned 3-D
model after edge-collapse decimation, © MNHN. C: A drawing from Hertz (1839) of H.P. Hope’s largest
sapphire (private collection). Photos by François Farges

20
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In 2012, a blue glass replica of a large gemstone was found in the MNHN drawers. Inventoried as no.
50.167, the replica is composed of a potassic lead glass (“strass”), according to SEM/EDX data, and
doped with minor amounts of cobalt (approximately 0.2 wt.% CoO) that account for its vivid blue color.
The 3-D model for this replica, obtained through laser scanning, is similar to the drawing of the Ruspoli
sapphire (figure 5B, bottom). Its volume corresponds to a sapphire weighing 163 ct. The MNHN
inventory, dated 1850 (but donated much earlier; see Farges et al., 2009), states:

Inv. no.
(18)50.167

Origin
Mr. Achard

Description
Model in strass of a very
nice sapphire belonging
to Mr. Hoppe, and sold
by Mr. Achard

Location
Technological
showcase
No. 9

“Mr. Achard” is most likely David Achard, a Parisian jeweler from 1807 to 1831, who also donated the
lead casts of the French Blue (MNHN inventory number 50.165) and another diamond (MNHN inventory
number 50.166). Haüy (1817) named Achard the leading Parisian lapidary and jeweler. “Mr. Hoppe of
London” is none other than Henry Philip Hope, for whom the Hope diamond is named (Farges et al.,
2009).
The sale of the sapphire to Hope is confirmed by his catalogue of gems, compiled in 1839 by Bram Hertz,
a prominent London jeweler. This inventory confirms the MNHN records: the drawing of his largest
sapphire (figure 5C) is identical to the glass replica (MNHN inventory number 50.167; figure 5B). Also,
Hertz’s 1839 drawing closely resembles the one from the 1813 auction leaflet (compare figures 5A and
5C). Furthermore, their weights correspond exactly with 532 grains (equivalent to 136.9 ct). Therefore, it
would seem that Achard purchased the sapphire sometime after the 1813 auction and, before his death in
1831, sold the stone to Hope. At some point during this period, Achard donated the replica to the MNHN,
where it was exhibited next to the Grand Sapphire in the same “Technological showcase No. 9”
(described in Hugard, 1855). Our hypothesis is that Barbot examined both stones while visiting the
MNHN’s gallery of mineralogy and confused them in his book.
Hertz (1839) describes Hope’s sapphire, now identified as the Ruspoli, as
A very large and fine sapphire, of a square shape with rounded corners, and of a very fine velvet-blue colour,
resembling the flower of the bluebottle found among the corn. It is of the purest and of a most charming hue,
having, moreover, the advantage of displaying its beautiful colour equally as fine by candle as by day-light, a
quality which is rarely met with in a sapphire. It is very finely cut, and shows an extraordinary refulgence…This
beautiful sapphire is set as a medallion, surrounded by 23 fine large brilliants, averaging three grains each: it is
kept in the 16th drawer—Wide plate 10… 532 grains.
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The drawer mentioned above refers to a cabinet in which Hope stored his gem collection. The “wide
plates” are a set of drawings for the most important gems from the collection, published by Hertz (1839)
as an appendix to his inventory. Inside the tenth plate is the drawing of the sapphire (reproduced within
figure 5C). Note that in Méjan (1811) and Hertz (1839), the weight of the sapphire remains unchanged at
532 grains, even though Paris and London used different units at the time. In other words, during his
inventory of Hope’s largest sapphire, Hertz simply repeated the French weight from 1811 without
reweighing it in London units.

Later Whereabouts of the Ruspoli Sapphire. Emanuel (1867) wrote that “in the Russian treasury are
some [sapphires] of an enormous size, amongst them one of a light-blue tint, which formerly was in the
possession of the late Mr. Hope.” Emanuel is most likely referring to the Ruspoli, easily the largest
sapphire in Hope’s collection (Hertz, 1839). A portrait of Empress Marie Fyodorovna of Russia, housed
at the Irkutsk Regional Art Museum, shows an impressive set of sapphire jewels. Among them is a
squared sapphire in the center that could be the Ruspoli. Later, the stone was reset as the centerpiece of a
sapphire and diamond kokoshnik (a Russian headdress) created by Cartier in 1909 and owned by the
Grand Duchess Maria Pavlovna of Russia (Munn, 2001). The kokoshnik later belonged to Queen Marie of
Romania (figure 6) and her daughter Ileana. The latter revealed that she sold the headpiece to a famous
jeweler in New York around 1950 (Ileana, 1951) but did not give additional details on that transaction.
Thus, the recent whereabouts of this kokoshnik and the Ruspoli sapphire are unknown. Although Ileana
wrote that the sapphire weighed 124 ct, other sources indicate 137.2 ct (Munn, 2001) or even 137 ct
(Nadelhoffer, 2007), values that closely correspond with the Ruspoli (136.9 ct).
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Figure 6. In this portrait by Philip Alexius de Laszlo, Queen Marie of Romania is wearing the 1909
Cartier kokoshnik that most likely bears the Ruspoli sapphire as the center gem. Examination of a highdefinition image of that jewel (courtesy of Cartier archives) confirms this. Courtesy of Peles National
Museum.
Conclusion
Since 1858, the Hope/Ruspoli Sapphire has often been confused with another gem, known as the Grand
Sapphire. MNHN possesses a historical replica that was once exhibited near the Grand Sapphire. The
stones have approximately the same weight, but their faceting is dramatically different. Whereas the
Grand Sapphire is a six-sided “lozenge” cut, the Ruspoli is a more conventional cushion cut. This
sapphire was then sold at an auction in 1813 and acquired by the French jeweler David Achard, who
subsequently sold it to Henry Philip Hope. Czar Nicholas I is said to have obtained the stone, which may
have adorned a great Russian kokoshnik designed in 1909 by Cartier. Princess Ileana of Romania sold the
piece to a jeweler in the United States in the 1950s, and its current whereabouts are unknown.
Replica by Jeff Theesfeld
All of the information from this research was considered when developing the design for this replica. The
sketches from the “Trial of the Sapphire” auction leaflet, as well as the drawings on Plate X of Hope’s
largest sapphire (private collection) were used to model this gem in GemCad. The dimensions given in
the historical replica study of 30 × 29 × 15 mm, do not resolve with the sketches provided. The length
and width to height ratios do not match up for a 15 mm height. It was decided to use the design ratios that
would most accurately result in the given weight of the Sapphire of 532 grains, or 136.9 modern carats.
My replica resulted in final dimensions of XX x X x XX MM, and a final weight of XXX.X ct.
I used Borosilicate glass, Dark Blue Lazer Gem 123, from Creative Gems. I intend to create another
replica in CZ, to better portray the brilliance and character of the original Hope Sapphire. Perhaps
someday, the original Hope Sapphire will be re-discovered, and this replica effort can be validated.
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of course the usual “natural volcanic
glass” (that has supposed magical
powers) – but which is clearly just slag
glass from a refinery…

Another Rough Scam
John Bailey
http://gemstoneartist.com

Here’s how this one went down, starting
with the standard pitch: “I have these
wonderful rough gems for sale. Please
wire money.”

Wanna buy a beautiful parcel of
top-color Aquamarine?

Here’s a photo he sent – of “high-quality
Morganite”:

The Internet is killing the middle-man.
In this, it’s giving lapidary artists
unprecedented access to sources on-theground in places like Africa and Pakistan.
It is doing that by giving those sources
unprecedented access to the lapidary
artist market, too

Here’s another photo he sent me of
rough gem material, with the
identifications as shown (The
Tourmaline is obvious. And, putting
something that’s obviously natural next
to something that’s really fake is a
psychological trick.)

Unfortunately, thieves and scammers are
advantaging that same access –
spamming our e-mail and FaceBook
feeds, and trying every trick in the book.
This is just another story of the rough
dealer in Nigeria trying to sell …
whatever he can … to the Western artist.
This story unfolded immediately after I
returned from Tucson – where we saw a
scam with some glass-filled Ruby – and
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Here’s his close-up photo of a wonderful,
large, top-color 18.6 gram Aquamarine:

Remember the “Aquamarine” at the
right-hand end of the line? It’s a reallybadly-included piece of Topaz. The flat
on the right side of this photo is actually
the cleavage plane:

Our guy was adamant at first about being
paid up-front.
I don’t pay up-front without wellestablished relationships. And, these
goods look a bit iffy to me. Eventually, he
agreed to ship the goods on-approval. In
the package, he added some other things
to offer for sale.
There was one other low-grade piece of
Topaz added as well:

When we opened the package, the
handful of garnet gravel that’s really
industrial grade was the first clue…
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Then, there are those other three
beautiful pieces of “Aquamarine”. In my
photo of this pretty parcel, the surface
“frost” doesn’t seem right, and the
fractures and many chips are pretty very
glass-like. Let’s look closer:

That 11.7 gram piece of “Goshenite”
turned out to be Fluorite. In this photo,
you’re looking at the cleavage. The spot
of purple is actually a bit of characteristic
purple zoning:

This piece has an interesting shoulder
that looks like it was molded-in. It’s a
transition from a 90-degree concave
along a line (like an inside corner) to a
slight convex. Not very natural-looking:

Though I didn’t do an RI test, the
“Morganite” looks to be “Strawberry
Quartz”. It certainly isn’t something we
want to facet.

Another piece has this great moldedlooking inside radius:
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Then, there’s this compelling 18.6 gram
piece of Aquamarine:

The third piece has this outside radius
with a molded-looking shoulder:

Close inspection showed at least three
sites on that item where it had clearly
been subjected to scratch-hardness
testing:

Here’s an end-view of the radius on the
same piece:
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So, do you want to buy a beautiful
parcel of “Aquamarine”?

The smaller pieces of “Aquamarine” also
had such tell-tale marks.
Here, using his photo of the original
parcel, with the identifications corrected,
here’s the actual deal:
These sorts of lessons can come at
significant cost.
Figure the large “Aquamarine” alone may
have had an asking price north of $30 /
gram – which would have alone been
$558.00
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This fracture surface looks like ribs or maybe a
washboard. It’s possible for sapphire to fracture
this way, but I’ve never seen it in natural rough,
so I began to look more closely. Then it dawned
on me that the rough had a distinct curved
profile. Natural sapphire rough may come in a
water-worn cobble that suggests an oval, but this
curve suggested a quarter circle; I started to think
about synthetic sapphire boules.

Sneaky Synthetic
Sapphire
Peter Torraca
http://www.torraca.net/2017/
03/22/sneaky-syntheticsapphire/

When synthetic sapphire is produced by the
flame-fusion method, it is grown as cigar-like
shapes called a boule. Because of the way the
synthetic crystal is formed, these boules are
necessarily split in half length-wise to relieve
internal stress. This suspect rough was beginning
to look a lot like a boule section. Consider these
two images: the suspect rough is on the left and a
polished cross-section of flame-fusion synthetic
sapphire is on the right.

One of my clients purchased a fine selection of
larger sized sapphire rough from Umba,
Tanzania. The stones were all nicely shaped and
great colors. But in reviewing the stones for
cutting, I noticed one that didn’t seem quite
right. It seemed to be a water-worn sapphire
cobble, but the fracture pattern on one side struck
me as very unusual for Umba.
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At this point, it was clear to me that this wasn’t
an Umba sapphire rough. Had I noticed this at
the buying table in Tanzania, I would have both
rejected the stone and had a pointed discussion
with whoever offered me the piece. But since I
was in my shop and had consent of the owner, I
was able to window the stone and get a look
inside.
A quick check of the refractive index confirmed
that the stone is indeed sapphire (synthetic spinel
rough looks similar). But my microscope gave
the most telling view:

The synthetic origin of this stone is now obvious,
but it certainly wasn’t at first. Someone took a
good bit of time to make this low-grade synthetic
look close enough to a natural Umba sapphire to
pass inspection in a parcel. In fact, whoever did
this even went so far as to add fake dirt to make
it look like the rough was fresh from the ground
(hard to show in a picture, but in person and
using a 10x loupe it’s obvious this material was
glued into place).
None of these inclusions look natural. The
perfectly spherical bubbles are characteristic of
glass and low-grade synthetics. The arced
spangle of blue dots oriented in lines has no
natural analog I’m aware of. Additionally, those
spangles occur at a distinct color-change
boundary (hard to see in the image, the left
portion of the rough is near-colorless, the right is
deep blue). I would expect this kind of effect
near the end of a synthetic sapphire boule when
the manufacturer is starting or stopping whatever
color dopant is used to create the blue color in
otherwise colorless synthetic sapphire.

Just for comparison sake, here is an image of the
typical inclusions you would see in natural
Umba sapphire rough:
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fractures that may be in the piece. If it is
fractured and the piece cannot be trimmed into
sections with clean areas, then reject it.

How To Obtain The Best
Yield From Your
Faceting Rough

Once the piece has been determined to be clean
or can be subdivided into two or more clean
stones of reasonable size then the shape needs to
be evaluated. Will this rough approximate the
shape of the stone that is to be cut? The closer
the rough is to the final shape of the gem that is
being considered, the greater the yield. If
misshapen shaped material is chosen the yield
will be considerably less that optimum.
Sometimes this cannot be avoided.

Wayne S. Barnett
Copyright 2009, 2016
One of the goals of most faceters is to obtain the
best yield from the rough that is being cut.
Unfortunately many faceters blindly go into
cutting and do not plan the best approach to
maximize the yield from the starting piece of
rough gemstone. That is perhaps just human
nature. The percent yield gleaned from various
sources indicates that the best most rough will
give averages about 30 percent. Thirty percent is
not very encouraging, considering the amount of
time and money that goes into a stone. If a
couple of kilos were to be sent to the Mideast
cutting shops a yield of about 10 percent might
be expected. In the latter case the cutters are
cutting every stone and are usually not
concerned with net yield. Every stone is cut
regardless of beginning shape or presence of
flaws in the rough.

When rough is faceted into a gemstone and the
critical angles are honored the finished stone will
have a predictable total height to total width. In
general the higher the refractive index the
shallower the finished stone (if the critical angles
are honored). The width and depth of the rough
will determine the size the stone can be cut.
While this may be self-evident, a large thin piece
of rough may not cut as large a stone because of
its relatively shallow depth as a smaller wellshaped piece of rough. Depending on the
material and cut, the depth of a stone is usually
60 – 80% of the width of the stone. So, in
addition to getting a piece of rough that is wide
enough for a given size stone the depth must also
be honored.

So how is the yield optimized from the material
being cut? Since many, if not most, amateur
faceters cut only a few stones a year and those
are usually from material that is cherry picked
from a dealers stock, elimination of as many of
the factors that lead to a poor yield is a desirable
goal. First, do not even consider material that
does not have relatively large areas of clean
stone. If there are fractures or undesirable
inclusions in the rough make sure that they are in
area that will be cut away or will not show in the
final stone. When purchasing material in person
use a small flashlight to look at the interior of
each piece. Turn the piece at every angle while
using a flashlight to try and see any veils or

Normally the depth of most colored stones
should be about 70% of the required width.
Alternately if the depth is the limiting factor the
total depth or thickness times 1.4 will give the
maximum width of stone that can be cut without
violating the critical angles. Even so, there may
be certain novelty cuts where the critical angles
or traditional proportions may not apply. In
those cases the rules can be ignored and the
stone cut to achieve the desired results.
Once the rough has been chosen for a given
stone the quest for the greatest yield is not over.
This is where the art of the cutter takes over.
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Once the first tier cuts are made around the stone
the shape of the pavilion should be begun to be
established and an uncut area may be where the
point of the pavilion will be established. Next
set the protractor hard stop to 90 degrees then
lower the head of the faceter and cut the girdle.
This step will establish the diameter and the
shape of the stone. Depending on the size of the
stone and the thickness, cut only enough to
roughly establish the shape of the stone. If there
are rough areas remaining on the pavilion that is
OK. Next mount a finer grained lap, 1200 or
finer, and finish establishing the shape and size
of the stone. Cut enough to establish the shape
of the stone and create a platform thick enough
to accommodate the thickness of the crown and
girdle. The crown to pavilion ratio should be
about 1/3 – 2/3. Finish shaping the outline of the
stone with a finer lap if desired.

The first step in the process is to mount the
rough on the dop in the best position so that the
center of the finished stone is over the center of
the end of the dop. This is not necessarily the
apparent center based on the gross shape of the
rough. Odd protuberances may influence the
centering of the stone. The actual center once
the rough parts have been removed during
preforming the stone may be significantly
different than the apparent center of the rough.
The centering may be refined easier after
preforming if the stone was dopped using wax
instead of gluing.
When the stone is dopped put the dop in the quill
of the facet machine. Align the stone so it is
oriented where the first index setting to be cut is
in proper position to the shape of the pattern to
be cut. Tighten the dop in the quill and cutting
can begin. Begin by cutting the girdle break set
of facets. This will begin to form the pavilion of
the stone. Adjust the head above the lap so that
the stone barely touches the lap on the side that
is the shallowest or will require the least cutting
before the stop is reached. This is the limiting
cut. Cut this facet to the stop then turn the stone
180 degrees (assuming a design of even number
of cuts around the stone) to cut the facet on the
opposite side. Once this is done there could be a
line where the two meet or an area that has not
been cut and there is rough in between the two
cuts. At this time check the relationship of the
pavilion to the remainder of the stone that will
become the girdle and the crown. The ratio
should be about 1/3 - 2/3 crown to pavilion. Cut
the remainder of the facets in the set to create the
first tier of facets.

The final depth of the pavilion now needs to be
established. Using a fine lap, 600 or finer,
depending on the size and type of stone, begin
recutting the facets that established the shape of
the pavilion by positioning the head of the
faceter above the lap at the proper angle so the
stone is barely touching the lap. Recut the first
tier of facets to remove the scratches from the
rough shaping. Depending on the size of the
stone and pattern being cut the shape of the stone
may be self-evident at this point. If this is the
final cut before the polish, which it may be for
smaller stones, cut the set so that the point of the
pavilion is established and all facets meet at that
point. This will establish the final shape of the
pavilion.
Depending on the cut being made the next
step(s) will be to adjust the head so that the stone
will barely touch the lap once the next angle has
been set on the protractor. Cut with a medium or
fine lap around the stone and establish the depth
of the next tier of facets as two or three cuts are
made, again cutting to the stop and gradually
lowering the head until the correct depth is
established. As each set is cut make the points

If the stone appears to be lopsided at this point it
may need to be repositioned on the dop.
Remove the dop from the quill and warm the dop
and wax enough so the stone may be moved to a
more centered position on the lap. The
repositioning may be done several times to get
the best (largest) stone from the selected rough.
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meet (if it is a meet point design) as the final
depth of cut is established. After all the pavilion
cuts have been made, prepolish then polish the
pavilion.

rough are:

Do not polish the girdle at this time.

Using a thick saw blade instead of a thin gem
blade.

Not being careful on how a piece of rough is
being preshaped with a saw or grinding wheel.

Transfer the stone so the crown can be cut. The
following is for facet machines that do not have
indexed dops or a non-indexed dop is being
used. Put the stone in the faceter quill and bring
the head down so the quill can be set to 90
degrees. Set the index gear at one of the girdle
indices that the stone shape was established then
hold the stone flat to the lap on one of the
matching girdle facets. With the stone being
held to the lap on one of the flat girdle facets
tighten the dop in the quill. Raise the head to cut
the girdle break facets on the crown and proceed
as on the pavilion, cutting a little at a time.
Lower the facet head a little at a time until the
thickness of the girdle is established plus a little
bit. The girdle needs to be a little thicker at this
point because the final finishing of the stone will
remove some of the girdle thickness.

Grinding too deep on the first cuts to the stone.
Not properly orienting the stone on the dop in
regard to cleavage, a particular issue when
cutting topaz, and having to recut the stone.
Not properly centering the rough on the dop in
relation to the center of the finished stone.
Not finding flaws in the rough until cutting has
begun.
Making errors in the index or angle settings
while the stone is being cut.
Pressing down and over cutting a facet.
Trying to do to much too fast.

Once the crown break facets have been rough cut
bring the facet head down so that the quill can be
set to 90 degrees. Put the polish lap on and
polish the girdle. Begin by polishing a little bit
and then inspecting to see where it was polished.
Adjust the rotation cheater and the height cheater
as needed so that the girdle facet is being evenly
polished. It may take two or three facets to
establish the absolute best fit. Once the zero
mark on the girdle is established, finish polishing
the girdle. Make special note of the rotation
cheater setting and make sure that it remains the
same for the rest of the cutting. This is the zero
setting to match the crown to the girdle. Finish
cutting the crown, cutting each tier of facets
having the points meet if it is a meet point
pattern. Prepolish the crown facets then polish
the crown and cut and polish the table.
Some common errors that reduce the yield of
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Now the ultimate test…to see what happens
with the 50K lap. Guess what? Perfect polish!
My ceramic lap sat pouting knowing that it’ll be
a while it gets used again.

LIGHTNING LAP
REVIEW

Since that initial test, I’ve cut some amazing
African garnets with comparable results. Michael
reported that the 600 and 1200 we picked up for
him worked great on sunstones as well. Jim
hasn’t reported in but I know he’s cutting
doorknobs again! I’m seeing a bit of buildup in
swarf after 8 stones but the laps continue to
polish. Will see what the long term opinion is
and how many stones can get polished North
Puget Sound Faceting Guild – Gem & Crystal
News before having to get them resurfaced
(which Lightninglap will do for about half the
cost of a new lap).

By Dave Wester
While in Tucson, Jim Grace and I were on a hunt
for NuBond laps or to confirm the rumor that
they were no longer being produced. We ran into
Peter at the Graves booth and he confirmed that
due to quality issues, the NuBond laps were no
longer being produced. We proceeded to go into
the new tent that was aptly named “About
Faceting” – a siren call if I have heard one. We
went in and started looking around and found
some laps called Lightning Lap that had the
same Red (600) and Blue (1200) coloration that
the NuBond had. We asked the lady working the
register if these were like the NuBond and how
they actually worked. A guy that was also
browsing volunteered that he had been using
these laps for quite a while and was extremely
happy with the results achieved.

It felt good to make a new discovery and that
cutter we met was right – these are good laps! A
good value plus we understand these laps (which
are fiberglass backed) can be recharged. I’ll be
interested to see how long they last but so far so
good. If you’re interested in learning more, visit
their website at: www.lightinglap.com or you
can call their shop at 423-396-9793.

We found that there are two styles available. The
Lightning Lap Lite which are toppers and the
original Lightning Lap. As Jim and I were in the
market we each picked up a selection of the Lite
styles (600, 1200, 3000, 8000 and 50,000). OK
maybe we got carried away but at $55.00 each
(we negotiated a better quantity discount), we
couldn’t go wrong. We picked some up for
Michael Froebe who had requested we do a bit
of shopping for him.
Fast forward; Upon getting home I decided to
experiment with the new laps with a piece of CZ
that had been proven difficult before leaving for
Tucson. Sadly, my problem child hadn’t changed
while I was in Tucson – one can hope, right? I
took the CZ to the unbroken-in 3000 lap to see
how it responded. I was immediately impressed.
So far so good… Taking it next to the 8000, my
CZ achieved a wonderful prepolish.
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this way on these two machine styles alone.
Consider that professional cutters in cutting
shops in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Thailand
average 150 to 200 stones each per day; usually
with a set up journeyman shaping and
determining how the rough should be cut for
maximum recovery. For a shop of say ten cutters
that’s 10 X 200 = 2000 stones per day, X 7 days
= 14,000 stones a week X 4 = 56,000 stones per
month X 12 = 672,000 per year. So the millions
of stones is not that far fetched; this includes
melee sizes on up. Wonder why we can’t get
larger quality rough? Here’s one a big reason.
But I digress, lets keep to those accuracy issues,
moving on.

Machine accuracy
Written and Published by
Chuck Gartmann
Some of you I know will not be that interested in
this subject, however it's important when you
look to buy your first machine whether that one
is new or used. For used machines it may be
even more an issue than with new ones. So give
it a quick read and get at least an idea about what
the accuracy aspects of the hobby are about.
None of the machines are cheap, so look at it
from that point of view (don't buy a clunker
without understanding what needs attention and
how to fix it). There're deals out there you can
save money on or lose money on! This is where
some of our needed cheating (index splitting)
issues come from; if things are not snug or you
misunderstand what your machines accuracy is
capable of attaining.

Now we have an electronic representation of
angles on that little black box, the hybrid
machines. But what is a hybrid machine?
Simple, it has both mechanical and digital parts.
There is that fancy digital read-out; then inside to
that little black box we have an old style volume
control /potentiometer (pot) control, tied to the
quill movement relative to the lap. This pot
varies the voltage as the quill is raised and
lowered. The more precision the pot has, the
more cost to manufacture the part, but you do get
greater accuracy with higher cost. The basic "Pot
costs tens of dollars or less, while the high end
"precision pots cost 500 to 700 + dollars each.

It is one of those subjects we don't think much
about or ask about, machine accuracy. Actually
this is one of those more critical aspects of our
faceting hobby. Accurate machines cut good fine
meets and prettier gems! As it is, we set our
angles to 1) + or - a degree, 2) + or - 1/2 of a
degree, 3) + or - 1/10 of a degree,"
approximately, depending on what machine you
have. Number one or two are more or less
equivalent to the older purely mechanical
protractor or vernier angle machines, all three
apply to hybrid partial mechanical / digital angle
set machines and finally the pure digital
machines.

That's one basic difference in pricing between
these types of machines. This pot is calibrated to
read out the volts as degrees on the screen. Just
like a voltmeter the electrician uses, it just looks
different. All you do is rotate the quill/volume
knob then set / clamp in your angles. Finally,
there's the fully digital machine which looks like
the hybrid, but the internal parts that are more
expensive and more complicated. These are not
really that hard to understand. So I'm going to
explain this in simple terms. Now the low cost
pots will give 1 to 2 % accuracy in the 180
degrees. That's an error of 1 to nearly 2 degrees
for a 90 degree rotation. Plus or minus 1 degree
provides as much as a 2 degree window of error

We all know what the protractor looks like from
High School, at least I hope we can remember
that far back. The vernier angle sets are what the
older Graves machines have used and still sell
along with their digital machines. There have
been untold millions (?) of well done stones cut
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potential when setting your angles. If you are
cutting quartz with a critical angle of about 40
degrees setting at 41.5 degrees for the pavilion
mains gets you into possible "critical angle"
problems that can cause you to cut a dead
"fisheye" stone viewed thru the table. Know your
machine and be careful when cutting near critical
angles, especially in the pavilion where our light
returns come from. Your manual should tell you
what your machine accuracy is; that will tell you
which system you have. If not call the
manufacturer and ask. They should be more than
willing to tell you. If not, be cautious, if you are
buying or at least be aware if you didn’t ask up
front!

I haven't mentioned the mechanical wear issues
or cheap manufacturing problems. Suffice to say,
if it pivots between points or rotates around a
shaft or gears there is going to be wear issues at
some time. Cheaper cast metals wear faster than
the more expensive stainless steels, just due to
being relatively softer.
All of this wear leads to accuracy problems.
Everything should be snug not loose. Most
machines allow for some adjustments to snug up
the wear points. Note my numbers included
above are examples, not reflecting any particular
machine. The old saying is “you get what you
pay for” does apply in this case, so be informed
when you buy your machine and ask the dealer
or manufacturer about accuracy.

The digital read out on the black box differs is
how it converts to degrees of movement on the
circuit board. The previous type calibrates volts
to degrees. The digital angle set converts
rotational movement into degrees. That
movement of the quille is measured by a very
small light shining thru a small disk (called the
encoder) that has slits which allow bursts of light
to come thru to be read by a small light reading
transistor. Now this disk can have 2000 or more
slits per a 180 degree movement.

This does not mean a used machine isn’t a good
bargain; but you will have no warranty so you
need to physically see and handle the machine in
my opinion. If you can cut a stone on it or at
least a partial stone even better. “Happy
Cutting.”
I’ve left out the “dial indicators” for this
discussion since they are inherently accurate by
design and are used as either a soft stop or an
indication that you are near or at your angle
you’ve chosen!

Divide 2000 by 180 and you get 11.11+slits per
degree. That's true 1 degree + accuracy! It's not
uncommon to have up to 4000+ slits or more per
180 degrees; which calculates to a true1/2
degree+ accuracy! Take a look at the meet point
diagrammed cuts. Using GemCad or calculators
we get .001 angles. The closer you can get to that
real degree number the better meets you will
have with less cutting frustration. All of this
costs more money and we haven't even
mentioned machining or high tech material costs
to construct the metal parts. The bottom line is
cutting" fancy cuts" gets a little easier on the
high cost machines (at least it should). The
operator is still required to have developed
good cutting skills. See the second volume of
Tom Herbst's faceting manuals for more on
encoders etc.
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United States Faceters Guild
Reminder

2017 Single Stone Competition

Novice, Pre-Master, Master, Grand Master
Stones must be received by August 30, 2017
See Dec NL or USFG website for more rules and
information
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Announcements
The Texas Jewelers Association has offered us a competition.
This is a pretty rock competition. At their annual convention, they’ve had a finished jewelry competition
for years. This will be the first year they open a loose gem category. Like the Cutting Edge Competition,
the rules are looser than our competition. The goal is not technical perfection, the goal is beauty, pure and
simple. Since it is in the fall, that gives y’all time. This might be the opportunity to play on GemCad,
and see how much light you can create with a gem. Size is not a big issue, but make it big enough it
shows your skill. Categories are flat faceting, concave faceting, carving, and synthetic materials. The
deadline is September 30, 2017, entry fee is $25. Judging is during the convention, October 28-30, in
Austin, Texas.
Mail to:
TJA Design Contest
Brad Koen
611 Congress Ave.
Austin, TX 78701
All finished entries must be sent by registered mail, insured with a return receipt. Entries remain the
property of the person entering the item. All winning and non-winning entries will be returned by
registered mail as soon as possible. TJA assumes no liability for loss or damage to any piece entered.

Just a reminder
To enable you to take full advantage of your membership benefits we may occasionally
need to send special notices regarding proposed changes or other Guild business. Please be
sure to notify us of any changes to your email address.

Newsletter Policy
The USFG Newsletter is published quarterly in March, June, September and December. It
is available on the USFG website to all paid members of the Guild. A notice will be
posted to the website when the newsletter is uploaded.
Submissions or correspondence concerning content should be sent to the editor:
editor@usfacetersguild.org
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We are always looking for new ideas and contributions. If you would like to make a
suggestion or submit an article for publication, please e-mail the editor. Just remember, we
are ALL volunteers, so to allow sufficient time articles should be submitted 30 days prior
to publication dates if possible. Share your knowledge with your fellow members! We are
all here to learn!
Our newsletter is published for the express purpose of sharing information with members
and other faceting guilds. There is no intent to show preference for or damage to any
person, group, product, manufacturer or commercial company. Opinions expressed are
those of the editor, contributing members, or quoted authors, and do not necessarily
represent those of the USFG membership, Officers, or BOD.

Member Dues, Application & Renewal
Please help us grow by encouraging your fellow faceters to join the USFG. Membership
dues are an incredibly reasonable $18 per year (USD) and are payable via PayPal or by
check made payable to the USFG Treasurer.
New Members – Become a new member by going to: https://usfacetersguild.org/becomea-member. Once there, if you prefer not to use PayPal, you may scroll down the page and
print a membership form, enclose a check, and send it to our Treasurer at the address
listed. The advantage to using PayPal is instant access to the member sections of our
website.
Renewing Members – Using your email and password, login to our website. Your
membership expiration date and the renewal button can be found at the My
Account/Subscriptions page. You will receive an email reminder to renew one week
before your membership expires.
Please be sure to keep your information current. Email changes are especially important –
that is our primary means of contacting our members.
Questions about your membership should be sent to:
membership@usfacetersguild.org
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Office/Board of Directors/Staff
Officers 2017
President: Diane Eames
Vice President: Tom Mitchell
Secretary: Jenny Clark
Treasurer: Sue Lichtenberger
Board of Directors
Al Balmer
Arya Akhavan
Diane Eames
Ernie Hawes
Howard Bromley
Jenny Clark
Jon Rolfe
Sue Lichtenberger
Tom Mitchell
Dan Lynch (Newsletter edition, non-voting member)
John Lichtenberger (Competition Committee, non-voting member)
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Appointed Staff
Membership: Jenny Clark
Historian: open
Editor: Dan Lynch
Assistant Editor: Glenn Wood
Assistant Editor: Adam Pollack

USFG Life Member

Alexander Wolkonsky
Glenn Klein
Ralph Mathewson
Billy Stringfellow (d)
Jack Gross
Richard Golden
Brian Maxwell
James Clarke
Robert Long
Charles Moon
Jean A. Marr
Sylvia Czayo (d)
Don Dunn (d)
John Bayer
William Wilkie
Dr. Vincent Bishop
John Cassity
Juris Peterson
Cal Thomas
Austin McThorn
Everett G. Brake
Jenny Clark
Jerry Newman
Jack B. Lewis
John Maine
Ed Romack (d)
Verner Tovrea
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